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QUICK START (The Absolute Bare Essentials) 1. 2.



3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.



11.



12.



13. 14.



Run the FS2Crew Start Center and select the PMDG MD-11 Sub-Tab. Press: “SET KEY ASSIGNMENTS FOR FS2CREW MD-11”. This will automatically update your PMDG key assignments to match those required by FS2Crew. That’s all you need to touch. When you installed FS2Crew, the FS2Crew installer will have automatically updated your PMDG MD-11’s Panel.CFG file with the required FS2Crew entries. Load FSX or FS9/FS2004. Load a PMDG MD-11 Pax Model (ensure the aircraft loads by default in the 2D cockpit view). FSX USERS ONLY: You may be asked to trust the FS2Crew gauges. Select “Always Trust” in the ‘Options’ sub-menu. Select your desired airport. After the PMDG MD-11 loads, wait for the PMDG Initialization counter to reach 0 before doing anything. Disable the PMDG FO Callouts in the PMDG in-game Simulation Options menu so you don’t have two FO’s talking to you at the same time! Due to the way the PMDG MD-11 was designed, FS2Crew can only use two panel windows in the simulation. Let’s look at them now. “Right click” with your mouse the center CRT display screen in the Captain’s 2D Panel, the VC or the FO’s 2D Panel. The FS2Crew “Main Panel” will appear. “Right Click” the Center CRT display again to close the FS2Crew Main Panel. Now, “Right click” the CRT on the right side that displays engine information. The FS2Crew “Secondary Panel” will appear. When ready, close the Secondary Panel by right clicking the same CRT display or clicking an X icon on the Secondary Panel. From the PMDG Load Panel State menu, load “FS2CREW_WARM_EXT PWR.” (FS2Crew Panel State – External Power Connected). The aircraft is now setup the way you would typically receive the aircraft in the real-world. The aircraft will have about 8 tons of fuel on board. In the PMDG Fuel menu, set your desired fuel load. You can also use the Refueling Screen in the FS Actions section in the FMS to refuel the aircraft. Note that the CRT displays are going to load in the dimmed position (because in the real-world you usually receive the aircraft with the lights dimmed). You’ll need to brighten the CRTs using the BRT (Brightness) knobs located on the SD Panel and in the FMC (double right click the BRT knobs to turn them to full). The SD panel can be opened by pressing the SD icon on the MD-11’s Main Panel.



15. Open the FS2Crew Secondary Panel again.
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16. Press the START button on the FS2Crew Pre-Flight Panel to run the Pre Flight events. 17. Important: Running the Pre-Flight events is purely OPTIONAL. You do NOT need to run the PreFlight events every time you run FS2Crew! It’s your choice! 18. The FO will perform his flows. Mini-panels will pop-up as the FO performs various systems tests. You are responsible for the following: i) ii) iii) iv) v) vi)



Setting up the FMC and Flight Control (Autopilot) Panel. Selecting the Transition Altitude. Setting the autobrake to TO. Setting Dial-a-Flap (Select flaps 25). Arming the Emergency Lights. Performing the Hydraulics Test (press the ENG call button to ask the Engineer for clearance first).



If you do not know how to perform these functions, please consult the PMDG aircraft manuals. 19. For information on how the Emergency Lights test procedure works, please consult the expanded tutorial further down in the manual. 20. During pre-flight, the Engineer, Purser and Gate Agent will contact you. When they contact you, the associated button in the REC (Receiving) Section of the FS2Crew Main Panel will illuminate. You may also hear a single chime if they are trying to reach you via the interphone. To respond to the Purser, Engineer and Gate Agent, press the associated illuminated button. 21. After setting up the FMC, transfer the FMC computed V1, VR, V2 and V3 speeds to the V-Speed fields in the Departure Briefing section located in the FS2Crew Secondary Panel. If you do not do this, the FS2Crew FO will not know when to call V1 and Rotate. 22. With 8 minutes remaining, run the FINAL COCKPIT PREP CHECKLIST by pressing the GREEN BUTTON to run the checklist. Wait for the FO to finish talking before pressing the GREEN BUTTON again. Go slow! 23. With 5 minutes remaining and after the Gate Agent has told you that all the passengers have boarded, press CLOSE DOORS on the Purser Panel. Note that you will still have a Doors Open advisory even though the doors are physically closed. For the advisory to extinguish, the cabin crew must arm the slides. They do that during pushback (or taxi if using AES). 24. Important: Shortly before engine start, you MUST turn on the APU and APU bleed. Using external air for engine start is very expensive so the APU is preferred! When turning on the APU, ensure you start the APU by pressing APU on the Electrical Panel, not the APU panel. Don’t forget to turn on the APU bleed because you need the air pressure for engine start. After the APU is on-line, disconnect External Power via the FS ACTIONS menu in the FMC. Do not pushback with External Power connected! 25. Obtain the Pushback clearance if desired using whichever ATC program you use. 26. Run the BEFORE START FLOW. Click the GREEN BUTTON. You are responsible for selecting ENGINE IGNITION to A on the overhead panel and setting AUX HYD PUMP 1 on the overhead to ON. The FO will turn on the Beacon. If he doesn’t, it means the beacon was already on or something intercepted the key press FS2Crew sent to the MD-11 to toggle the lights. 27. If available, the pushback truck will come to the aircraft and connect in preparation for pushback. 28. Next, run the BEFORE START CHECKLIST by pressing the GREEN BUTTON.
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29. Double check that the APU is running and the APU bleed is on or you won’t have enough air pressure for engine start. 30. On the START CREW panel, press CONTACT. Follow the Start Crew’s instructions. 31. Important: You are NOT required to use the FS2Crew Pushback Crew. You can use AES or any other pushback utility you desire. Using the FS2Crew Pushback Crew is OPTIONAL! 32. Start the engines. Start Sequence is 3 – 1 – 2. (Consult the PMDG manual if you do not know how to start the engines.) 33. Press the GREEN BUTTON to announce that you’re going to start Engine 3. Pull the Start Valve. At 15 percent, select the Fuel Switch to ON. 34. Repeat for Engines 1 and 2 after the FO calls “Parameters Stabilized” for each engine. 35. Press the GREEN BUTTON to call “AFTER START”. The FO will then perform his flow and set the Takeoff Flap (it should be 25 if you set Dial-A-Flap to 25). The FO will set the anti-ice as required, turn the APU bleed to OFF, and set the takeoff stab trim. When the APU bleed is turned off, the APU will automatically shut-down. 36. Press the DISCONNECT button on the FS2Crew START CREW Panel to disconnect the Start Crew. 37. Run the AFTER START CHECKLIST. 38. Obtain the taxi clearance and turn on the Taxi and Runway Turn Off lights. 39. When clear of the apron, run the CONTROLS CHECK by pressing the Green Button. 40. The Purser will call you after you run the CONTROLS CHECK to tell you the cabin is ready for takeoff. Next, run the TAXI checklist. 41. When takeoff clearance is received, arm the spoilers and run the BEFORE TAKEOFF CHECKLIST. The FO will toggle the landing and strobe (Hi Intensity) lights regardless of their position. 42. When lined up, advance the throttles to about 70 to 80 percent N1. Press the GREEN BUTTON to command the FO to engage Autothrust. (If Autothrust doesn’t engage, advance the throttles until it catches). 43. Rotate at VR. 44. The positive climb and gear up calls are automated. 45. Above 100 feet, press the RED BUTTON to ask the FO to engage Auto flight. 46. Above 400 feet, press the GREEN BUTTON to ask the FO to engage Profile and Navigation Mode. 47. Press the GREEN BUTTON again to bring the flaps and slats up on schedule. When the aircraft is clean, the FO will set the autobrake selector to OFF, select 15 degrees in Dial-A-Flap, disarm the speed brake and turn off the exterior lights. (Note: The lights are actually turned off during gear retraction because they generate a lot of noise.) 48. Call for the AFTER TAKEOFF CHECKLIST when the aircraft is clean. The FO reads the AFTER TAKEOFF CHECKLIST silently. 49. Passing 10,000 feet, cycle the NO SMOKING switch ON/OFF twice to signal the cabin crew to begin service. 50. Passing the Transition Altitude (as set on the Departure Briefing Page), the FO will call Transition. 51. Set your altimeter to Standard, and press the RED BUTTON to respond. 52. You and the FO will then perform an altimeter cross check. When the aircraft climbs to the stated cross check altitude, press the RED BUTTON again to call “Top”. That’s how you cross check your altimeters. That completes the AFTER TAKEOFF CHECKLIST. 53. When established in cruise, open the FS2Crew Secondary Panel and press the CRZ button on the PURSER PANEL to tell the Purser you’re in cruise. This is a necessary condition for certain inflight scenarios (sick pax, air rage and smoking in the lavatory).
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54. The MD-11 is highly automated. Basically all you do now is monitor systems until the Top of Descent. 55. Prior to the Top of Descent Point, go to the FS2Crew APPROACH BRIEF section. Configure your selections and run the brief. 56. You as Captain are responsible for setting the Autobrake. 57. On the FS2CREW PUBLIC ADDRESS panel, press the TOD button to announce to the passengers that you’re approach the descent point. Pressing the TOD button will also trigger the FO to perform his descent flow: WINDSHIELD ANTI ICE – ON. 58. Run the DESCENT CHECKLIST. 59. Passing the Transition Level (as defined on the Approach Briefing Panel) you will perform an altimeter check as you did in the climb. Press the RED BUTTON to announce your altimeter setting and cross-check altitude. Press the RED BUTTON again to call “TOP” when you pass through the stated cross check altitude. 60. Set the PASSENGER SIGNS to ON/ON. 61. At 10,000 feet, turn the Runway Turn Off lights to ON. You’ll turn ON the Landing Lights and set the Nose wheel light to LAND when the landing clearance is received. (The reason you should not turn on the Landing Lights at 10,000 feet is because they generate a lot of noise which can disturb the pax in 1st class. The landing lights protrude into the airstream.) 62. After the Purser tells you that the cabin is ready for landing (the Purser will phone the flight deck and the PSR light on the FS2Crew Main Panel will illuminate), run the APPROACH CHECKLIST. 63. If you need to bring out the Slats or some flaps early prior to running the APPROACH CHECKLIST, cycle forward to the SLATS-FLAP mode by pressing the Right Arrow on the FS2Crew Main Panel and press the GREEN BUTTON. After calling for the desired slat or flap setting, you can return to the APPROACH CHECKLIST by clicking the Left Arrow. 64. Use the GREEN BUTTON in sequence to bring out the remaining flaps and drop the gear. 65. When the final landing flap is extended, arm the Speed brake, set the Go Around Altitude and confirm the Autobrake selection. 66. Run the FINAL CHECKLIST. 67. At Decision Height, press the GREEN BUTTON to call “LAND”. 68. Land the plane. 69. When clear of the runway, call for the AFTER LANDING CHECKLIST. The FO will perform his flow and turn on the APU. You will need to disarm the spoiler. 70. Taxi to the Gate. 71. With the mode in PARKING, ensure that the APU is available (AVAIL illuminated) and then set the parking brake. Setting the parking brake is the trigger for the FO to bring the APU on-line as the main power source. 72. Next turn off the engines by moving the fuel selector switches to cut-off. That will trigger the FO to perform his shutdown flow. 73. The ground engineer will contact you and ask if the aircraft is okay. 74. Run the PARKING CHECKLIST. 75. Call the Purser and tell him to disarm the Slides. That’s the trigger for the doors to open. 76. Run the LEAVING CHECKLIST when ready to leave the plane. However, if you’re going to carry on and fly a second leg, do not run the LEAVING CHECKLIST. (Instead connect EXTERNAL power and shut down the APU when parked at the gate.)
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TIPS AND TRICKS 1.



You can call for “Heading Pull” instead of the Profile and Navigation call during takeoff by ‘right clicking’ the Green Button when it displays ‘PF’ on its face. If you want to set this up prior to takeoff, cycle to the CLIMB AND CLEANUP MODE, and right click the Green Button, then cycle back to your previous mode using the left/right arrow buttons. 2. If you want to arm Profile and Navigation mode while on the ground (and not call for it during the climb out), cycle to the CLIMB AND CLEAN MODE and right click the Green Button until dashes are displayed on the face the Green Button. 3. You can cycle the Transition Altitude and Level in the Departure and Arrival Briefing pages quickly by ‘holding down’ the mouse button. You can do the same with the AIRPORT ELEV and CITY fields. 4. During the descent, you can call for the Slats without first running the Approach Checklist by using the right arrow button on the FS2Crew Main Panel to skip to the SLATS-FLAPS mode. Once you’ve called for the slats, you can then click the left arrow button on the FS2Crew Main Panel to return to the Approach Checklist. 5. You can reset a checklist by “right clicking” the Green Button if you need to start again from the top. 6. Left clicking the Text Window in the FS2Crew Main Panel will close the Main Panel. 7. Go slow with the Main Button! No rapid fire clicks! 8. To reset the Cruise PA so you can play it again, ‘right click’ the CRZ MSG button on the PA Panel. 9. If desired, you can drag the FS2Crew Main Panel to a new location on your screen. 10. The Slats and Flaps 15 calls can be skipped by ‘right clicking’ the dialog window that displays the current Checklist/Mode on the Main Panel. This would be useful during a 2nd approach after a go around with the flap left at the flaps 15 position during the climb out.



ABBREVIATIONS CPT: Captain FO: First Officer CM1: Crew Member 1 (Usually the Captain) CM2: Crew Member 2 (Usually the FO) PF: Pilot Flying PNF: Pilot Not Flying



QUICK TROUBLESHOOTING Situation: I’m trying to add gauges to the PMDG MD-11’s Panel.CFG from another 3rd party company. The add-on gauges have their own windows. Now some of my VC lights don’t work. I’m using FSX, not FS9.
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Solution: Flight Simulator allows a maximum of 64 panel windows. If you add more than 64 panel windows to your Panel.CFG file, the ones after 64 will not display (namely, the last VSection window in the VC Section of the MD-11’s Panel.CFG).



Situation: After installing another version of FS2Crew, the MD-11 sub-section disappeared from my FS2Crew Start Center. Solution: You probably installed an older version of FS2Crew after installing the MD-11 version. This resulted in your Start Center being replaced by an older version. You can either re-install FS2Crew MD-11 or manually install the most current version of the FS2Crew Start Center via: http://www.fs2crew.com/shop/download_files.php



Situation: I get an error message stating the Panel.CFG file cannot be found. Solution: Ensure the PMDG MD-11 aircraft is installed (it is a pre-requisite). Also run the FSX/FS9 Registry Repair Tool; a link is available via the FS2Crew Start Center. If FS2Crew cannot find FSX/FS9 via your registry, the FS2Crew installer will be unable to locate the MD-11. A link to a good Flight Simulator Registry Repair tool is available via: http://www.fs2crew.com/shop/download_files.php



Situation: I cannot open the FS2Crew Start Center, or the Start Center crashes. Solution: If using Vista, right click the Start Center and try running it in XP compatibility mode. Also try running the Start Center as an Admin. If you are getting a CTD, disable DEP globally in Vista. Contact FS2Crew Support for information on how to disable DEP globally in Vista. Situation: My Red and Green buttons selections are not being saved. I use Vista. Solution: Login as an Admin, otherwise the FS2Crew Start Center won’t be able to write to the Program Files folder in Vista. As a final measure, you can also manually assign the Red and Green buttons by editing the MD11’s Panel.CFG file (Associated Gauge: DCrew0. 5th Parameter). For additional assistance, contact FS2Crew Support. In the meantime, use the default GREEN and RED assignments, are manually click the GREEN and RED buttons using your mouse on the FS2Crew Main panel.
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Situation: FSX/FS9 crashes when I try to load FS2Crew. Solution: Things to try: Via the FS2Crew Start Center, restore the Gaugesound.dll. Sometimes other add-ons will overwrite the updated version of the Gaugesound.dll that FS2Crew requires when you install them. Also, deleting your FSX or FS9.CFG file and doing a clean re-install of the PMDG MD-11 and FS2Crew can often fix crashes should a file become corrupt. Also try updating your video and sound drivers and reinstalling DirectX. Also, please ensure that the MD-11 loads in the 2D cockpit by default:



Situation: I get an error with ‘DCrew0.gau’ or the Green and Red buttons are not working. Solution: Re-install the latest version of Direct X from Microsoft.



Situation: I’m getting stuttering. Solution: Running memory managers in the background can cause stuttering with FS2Crew and other FS add-ons. Disable your memory managers before running FS2Crew. Also update your Sound and Video drivers.
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Situation: FS2Crew overwrote my custom edited Panel.CFG file. Where is my original? Solution: FS2Crew creates a backup of the pre-existing Panel.CFG file located in the MD-11’s panel folder. It can be restored via the command button located in the Start Center.



Situation: How do I uninstall FS2Crew? Solution: You can uninstall FS2Crew by selecting ‘uninstall’ in Start -> All Programs -> FS2Crew -> PMDG MD-11 Edition. If you uninstall FS2Crew, the FS2Crew uninstaller will automatically restore your original Panel.CFG file. Note that the Start Center will not get uninstalled as other FS2Crew products on your computer may still require the Start Center. You will need to delete the Start Center manually if desired. Note: Your original keyboard assignments will NOT be automatically restored when you uninstall FS2Crew. If you wish to restore your original PMDG MD11 keyboard assignments file, please do so via the FS2Crew Start Center before uninstalling FS2Crew. Situation: I’m using a CH yoke and my FS2Crew joystick buttons do not work. Solution: Download the latest version of the CH Manager from: http://www.ch-hangar.com/. Remove any assignments that will be used for the Red and Green buttons. Re-calibrate the joystick in the CH manager program, not FSX or FS9. Please visit the FS2Crew Support Forum for additional help.



INTRODUCTION FS2Crew for the PMDG MD-11 adds a flight, cabin and ground crew to the PMDG MD-11 (Pax and Freighter models). In a word, it makes an already extremely realistic simulation even more realistic because no one flies an MD-11 solo. It wouldn’t be legal! The MD-11 version features many improvements and refinements over previous versions of FS2Crew. Specifically we have take steps to further simply the interface system so that hopefully you can keep your eyes more focused on the aircraft instead of focused on the FS2Crew manual. FS2Crew also provides outof-the-box support for the MD-11 Freighter models. While no SDK is available for the PMDG MD-11, the FS2Crew development team nevertheless worked closely with the MD-11 development team in an effort to bridge the two programs, and to achieve integration where integration would not otherwise be possible. FS2Crew owes tremendous thanks to the PMDG development team, because without their assistance the level of integration between both products would be at best very minimal. This is actually the first time we worked with the developers of the host aircraft during their development process, and we look forward to doing it again in the future. The Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) we modeled come from a real-world MD-11 First Officer, David Bartoli. What you will see in the simulation is a close approximation of the way FO David Bartoli flies; other airlines and pilots may do things differently, so please bear that in mind if you have your own
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MD-11 flight crew manual and notice that there are some differences. There are, as they say, a million ways to skin a cat. We suggest that the best way to learn the FS2Crew is to first make a couple flights with the MD-11 without running FS2Crew. Learn the MD-11 first. Get familiar with it. Learn how to get from A to B. Make sure it’s running properly on your system. Once you’re acclimatized to the MD-11, then run FS2Crew. We also suggest that when you’re first learning FS2Crew that you not use any ATC and that you use clear weather. The idea behind this is to keep you focused on FS2Crew rather than dealing with unnecessary distractions that would impede the learning process. If you have any questions, please direct them to the new FS2Crew Support Forum at: http://fs2crew.com/forum/ We’re here to help! And we aim to provide the best support in the business!



Have a safe flight!



Bryan York Developer – FS2Crew



REQUIREMENTS   



PMDG MD-11 aircraft with latest available Service Updates installed. (http://www.precisionmanuals.com) An original copy of Microsoft Flight Simulator X or FS9 with no cracks. An authentic copy of Windows XP or Vista.



SPECIAL THANKS FS2Crew would like to extend a special thanks to Robert Randazzo, Michael Frantzeskakis, Vin Scimone, David Bartoli and the countless beta testers and voice actors without whom the PMDG MD-11 Edition of FS2Crew could never have happened. The PMDG development team bent over backwards to assist FS2Crew, and we are very appreciative of their support.
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IMPORTANT MESSAGE ABOUT GAUGE SECURITY WARNINGS (FSX ONLY) With FSX, add-on programs should ideally be code signed. This is to help prevent users from running malicious code from unverified sources and publishers. Previous versions of MSFS did not have this requirement. FS2Crew’s gauge files are code signed. When you load the MD-11 for the first time with FS2Crew installed, you will be asked if you want to trust the publisher of FS2Crew: Yen Hwa Seo.



It is suggested that you open the “More options” menu and select “Always run software from Yen Hwa Seo”. That’s your choice though. If you don’t do this, you will need to consent to each file that FS2Crew loads one at a time.



If you accidently select “Don’t Run”, FSX will likely crash. To start fresh, you will need to delete your FSX.CFG file (it will automatically rebuild when you load FSX again).
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SAVED SITUATION FILES If creating or using a saved in-flight Situation file, please be mindful of the following points: 1. 2.



When saving, please ensure all visible FS2Crew panels are closed. Saved situation files will not save your specific position in FS2Crew. You can, however, pick-up close to where you left off by using the arrow keys on the FS2Crew Main Panel to cycle over to the desired Mode or Checklist.



END-USER SUPPORT Support may be obtained via the FS2Crew Customer Support Forum, which is accessible via the FS2Crew website at: www.fs2crew.com/forum/



Please allow up to 24 hours for a response owing to time zone differences. FS2Crew is based in Asia.



THE FS2CREW START CENTER
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The FS2Crew Start Center is a utility that allows you to easily obtain the latest FS2Crew news, launch FSX/FS9, read the manual and manage the MD-11’s panel.cfg file. The Start Center can be accessed via the new FS2Crew shortcut icon that is placed on your desktop during the installation. The default weather link is for the Weather Channel showing the U.S. Note: You may change the link to a different site by editing the FS2Crew Configuration file located in: Main FSX or FS9 folder\FS2Crew\(FSX or FS9) Start Center. Note: The “Panel.cfg” button allows you to switch back and forth between the FS2Crew modified MD-11 panel.cfg files and the original PMDG MD-11 panel.cfg files. Note: Reg Check: This button is used to confirm that the FSX/FS9 Registry Entry is functional. If your FSX/FS9 Registry entry is invalid, the FS2Crew will be unable to automatically locate FSX/FS9 on your system, resulting in problems.



CONFIGURING THE GREEN & RED BUTTONS Important: FSX/FS9 must not be running when you save the assignments for the Green and Red button! If running Vista, please run as an Administrator. In the simulation, you will use the Green Button the majority of the time to interface with the simulation. You will use the Red Button on fewer occasions. By default, FS2Crew uses the following assignments for the Green and Red Buttons: Green (Main) Button:



Joystick Button 3 Keyboard Minus Key (Numeric Keypad)



Red (Secondary) Button:



Joystick Button 4 Keyboard Plus Key (Numeric Keypad)



The joystick buttons rely on DirectX. All joysticks should work except Xbox controllers. When you select and save your joystick and keyboard assignments via the FS2Crew Start Center, the “fifth parameter” associated with the FS2Crew gauge that controls Joystick and Keyboard functions in panel.cfg will be automatically updated. If desired, you can manually edit the panel.cfg by hand to update the Green and Red button assignments. The gauge that handles DirectX functions in the MD-11 panel.cfg is called ‘DCrew0’.



Important: Ensure your desired joystick button or key press is not also tied to an FS Event (like flaps down, gear up, etc). You may need to delete pre-existing FSX or FS9 joystick/key assignments to avoid unintended FS events from triggering when you press the Green or Red Button! Important: IF USING THE NUMPAD PLUS OR MINUS KEYS, TURN NUM LOCK OFF!!!!
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Introduction Greetings! This sample flight will take you on a flight from Seoul (RKSI) to Taipei (RCTP). I’ll do my best to explain things as simply and clearly as possible!



This tutorial flight presupposes that you are familiar with the MD-11 aircraft and its basic operation. While you do not need to be an MD-11 expert to run the tutorial, you should know how to program the FMS and operate the autopilot. If you require assistance on issues related to basic MD-11 operations, please consult the PMDG MD-11 technical manuals and/or the FS2Crew/PMDG support forums.



General Route Info: Departure: RKSI SID: MALPA1B Departure Runway: 33L Arrival: RCTP STAR: BKA2A Arrival Runway: 06 Alternate: RCKH Cruise Alt: FL340
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Routing: MALPA1B… Y51 … DADGA… B576… BAKER… BKA2A CHARTS: *Note: Links to Charts may change or go-out-of date. If the links go-out-of date, try a Google search for the charts: RKSI(Seoul Incheon) http://ais.casa.go.kr/pdf.asp?file=SID(6).pdf&MidCode=69&BigCode=15&GubunCode=3 Or: http://www.vatsim.kr/chart.html?PHPSESSID=e7f5ca17eee52a21074244bafb6a28f6



RCTP (Taipei) http://flight.sanyjo.cz/mapy/NonEurope/RCTP.pdf



General Setup 1.



2.



Run the FS2Crew Start Center and open the PMDG MD-11 sub-tab. A link to the Start Center should be available in Start – All Programs – FS2Crew or via the FS2Crew Start Center icon on your desktop. Press: SET KEY ASSIGNMENTS FOR FS2CREW MD-11. Doing that will update your PMDG MD-11 key assignments to match those required by FS2Crew.
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3.



4. 5.



During the install, the PMDG MD-11 panel.cfg file will have been automatically updated with the required FS2Crew gauge and window entries. (A backup copy of the original pre-FS2Crew panel.cfg files was created during the install.) Load FSX or FS9/FS2004. FSX ONLY: Ensure cockpit is set to load 2D view by default.
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6.



Select a PMDG MD-11 GE model.



7.



FSX ONLY: If this is your first time installing an FS2Crew product for FSX, you may be asked if you want to trust the publisher of the FS2Crew after selecting the MD-11. Click “More Options” in the lower left hand section of the pop-up box and select: “Always run software from Yen Hwa Seo”.



8.



Set Current Location to: RKSI (Seoul, Incheon). Select a Heavy Gate location.



9.



Current Weather: Select the “Clear Skies” weather theme.



10. Set the Current Time to: 13:00 local. 11. Press “Fly Now”.



Setting up the PMDG MD-11 for FS2Crew 1.



Hopefully you’re now sitting in the 2D cockpit at the gate at Seoul Incheon, on a clear sunny day.



2.



Wait for the PMDG Initialization Counter to reach 0 before doing anything. That is important!



3.



Before we get going, we need to change some PMDG MD-11 settings.
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4.



Open the in-game FS menu (it’ll be on the top of your screen… hit the ‘ALT’ key if you don’t see it), and select:



FSX: Addons –> PMDG –> Options –> Simulator Options FS9/2004: PMDG -> General Disable “FO Callouts during Takeoff and Approach” otherwise you’ll hear two FO’s talking at the same time!



5.



Next, open Airline Options – Equipment and set Descent Default Performance Speed to USE ECON DESCENT SPEEDS.
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6.



Next, we need to confirm that your PMDG keyboard commands to match those required by FS2Crew. Remember that you can automatically set these assignments via the FS2Crew Start Center – MD11 Section. You do not need to type them in manually! Go to: Addons –> PMDG –> Keyboard Commands Double check that your keyboard assignments match the list below:



FSX Version



FS9 Version



[Doors] Open all Cargo Doors=Ctrl+Shift+C Close all Cargo Doors=Shift+0 Arm all Cabin Doors=Ctrl+Shift+6 Disarm all Cabin Doors=Ctrl+Shift+7 Left Mid Cabin Door=Ctrl+Shift+8



[Doors] Open all Cargo Doors=Ctrl+Shift+C Close all Cargo Doors=Shift+0 Arm all Cabin Doors=Ctrl+Shift+6 Disarm all Cabin Doors=Ctrl+Shift+7 Left Mid Cabin Door=Ctrl+Shift+8



[External Lights] Nose Light (TAXI/LAND/OFF)=Ctrl+Shift+R Navigation Lights=Ctrl+Shift+V Wing Lights=Shift+K Beacon Lights=Shift+W



[External Lights] Nose Light (TAXI/LAND/OFF)=Ctrl+Shift+R Navigation Lights=Ctrl+Shift+V Wing Lights=Shift+K Beacon Lights=Shift+W



[Throttles] GA Button=Ctrl+Shift+M



[Throttles] GA Button=Ctrl+Shift+M
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[FCP] AUTOFLIGHT=Ctrl+Shift+1 NAV=Ctrl+Shift+2 PROF=Ctrl+Shift+3 HDG Pull=Ctrl+Shift+9



[FCP] AUTOFLIGHT=Ctrl+Shift+1 NAV=Ctrl+Shift+2 PROF=Ctrl+Shift+3 HDG Pull=Ctrl+Shift+9



[Various] Set take-off stab trim=Ctrl+Shift+5 Set Dial-A-Flap 15 (for approach)=Shift+I Set stab trim 3deg ANU=Shift+U Set Dial-A-Flap to take-off flaps=Shift+Q



[Various] Set take-off stab trim=Ctrl+Shift+5 Set Dial-A-Flap 15 (for approach)=Shift+I Set stab trim 3deg ANU=Shift+U Set Dial-A-Flap to take-off flaps=Shift+Q



Developer’s Note: Important Note about Key Commands! FS2Crew uses the key commands above to interact with the associated PMDG MD-11 functions. If another window is “in focus” that accepts keyboard input (for example, the Squawkbox text entry window, or even the default ATC window), the associated key command FS2Crew sends to the aircraft could be intercepted by that in-focus window resulting in the key command not reaching the MD-11 aircraft. BE ALERT FOR IT!



Loading the FS2Crew Panel State 1.



For the tutorial flight, we need to load a FS2Crew Panel State file to ensure the cockpit is setup the proper way. Go to: FSX: Addons –> PMDG –> Load Panel State FS9/FS2004: PMDG -> Panel State Select from the available list: FS2CREW_WARM_EXT_PWR
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This panel state configures the MD-11’s cockpit as if it was prepared by engineering prior to flight. The fuel on board will be low (around 8 tons), the CRT displays will be dimmed down, etc. Usually when parked at a gate, you’ll typically use External Power until you’re ready to start the engines. Right before starting the engines, you’ll turn on the APU because External Air is expensive! Note that it is extremely rare to receive a true ‘cold and dark’ cockpit. If you wanted to use a true ‘cold and dark’ cockpit, then you could select: FS2CREW_COLD AND DARK However, for the purposes of this tutorial please select the ‘WARM_EXT_PWR’ panel state. Note: If you were using the Freighter, you might want to use the APU Panel State since external power would likely not be available at your location.



Understanding the FS2Crew Main Panel and Secondary Panels 1.



2.



There are only two panels in FS2Crew: The Main Panel and the Secondary Panel. Normally FS2Crew uses a lot of individual panels, but for the MD-11 Edition we had to consolidate everything down into just two panels due to a FS window limitation. (FS has a 64 window limitation, and the PMDG MD-11 uses up almost all of them!). To open the FS2Crew Main Panel from the Captain’s or FO’s panel, or the VC cockpit, RIGHT CLICK with your mouse the center CRT or Display Unit (DU). That’s the display that shows Navigation information. To close the Main Panel, right click the center DU again, or left click over the Mode Display on the FS2Crew Main Panel.
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3.



To open the FS2Crew Secondary Panel from the Captain’s or FO’s panel, or the VC cockpit, RIGHT CLICK with your mouse the right CRT or Display Unit (DU). That’s the display that shows engine information. Right click the right DU again to close the FS2Crew Main Panel.



FS2Crew Main Panel



From Left to Right: Left Arrow: Returns Checklist/Mode to previous level Text Window: Displays current Checklist/Mode. Left clicking the Text Window will also close the Main Panel. Right Arrow: Advances Checklist/Mode to next level. Green Button: Interface button. You can also use your joystick or keyboard to control the Green Button.
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Developer’s Note: 1. 2.



You can reset the checklist by RIGHT clicking the Green Button with your mouse. Under normal circumstances, the Checklist/Mode will automatically cycle to the next level without user intervention.



Red Button: Interface button. You can also use your joystick or keyboard to control the Red Button. REC (Receive) Section: PSR: Illuminates when Purser initiates a dialogue with you. Left click to respond. ENG: Illuminates when the Engineer initiates a dialogue with you. Left click to respond. GA: Illuminates when the Gate Agent initiates a dialogue with you. Left click to respond. CALL Section: ENG: Request permission from the Engineer to perform the hydraulics system test. FO COMM (First Officer Commands) Section: EAI: Commands FO to turn on/off Engine Anti Ice. WAI: Commands FO to turn off/off Wing and Tail Anti Ice. SB: Commands FO to turn on/off the Seatbelts sign (turbulence). WP: Commands FO to turn on/off the wipers.



Right Section: PA: Monitor FA/Purser cabin announcements and PA’s. PNL: FS2Crew Panel Lighting On/Off.
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FS2Crew Secondary Panel



Pre-Flight Events 1.



At this point you should be sitting at the gate with the engines off in a warm cockpit and you should have an idea of how to interface with FS2Crew. Let’s get down to the real work! The aircraft should be powered by the External Power Cart.



2.



Open the FS2Crew Secondary Panel and take a look at the Pre-Flight Panel. Note: Unlike some previous versions of FS2Crew, you are NOT required to run the pre-flight events. It is strictly optional. So if you’re pressed for time, do not activate the Pre-Flight events routine.



3.



The Pre-Flight Panel looks like this:
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TEXT WINDOW: Pre-Flight Time-Remaining to departure. START: Activates Pre-Flight Events only and starts the Pre-Flight Timer countdown. FAST FORWARD: Fast forwards time down. It is recommended that you press this button slowly. Pause a few second between each press. Be alert that pressing the Fast Forward button will result in numerous events taking place in close proximity to one another as the trigger for these events is based on time remaining. PANEL STATE: You can select from one of two panel states (Cold and Warm). Select the FS2Crew panel state that you loaded from the PMDG Panel State menu. For the tutorial, be sure to select WARM (because you loaded the Warm Panel state I hope!) POWER/AIR: Select if you intend to use the APU or External Power during the Pre-Flight events. For the purposes of this tutorial, select External Power.



Developer’s Note: Running the Pre-Flight Events is strictly OPTIONAL. You are NOT required to run the pre-flight events on all FS2Crew flights. Only press START on the PREFLIGHT page if you wish to run the Pre-Flight Events.



Pre-Flight Events Continued Press the START button. When you press Start, the Jetway (if using FSX) should connect to the left door if you are at a gate and if the ‘Advanced Animations’ option is selected in FSX.



If the doors don’t open, it means your FS2Crew-PMDG keyboard commands are not setup properly or something intercepted the key press FS2Crew sent to the simulation. The other possibility is that another program is also attempting to control the MD-11’s doors, throwing them out of the intended sequence. As a backup if the doors go out of sequence, you can control the doors via the MD-11’s FS ACTIONS screen in the MD-11’s FMS.
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Important: The aircraft will only have around 8 tons of fuel onboard when you load the FS2Crew panel state. Use the PMDG fuel menu or the Re-fuelling section in the FS Actions screen to refuel the aircraft. Upload at least 140,000 lbs (63,500 kg ) of fuel on to the aircraft.



Developer’s Note: In FS2Crew, you are the Captain and the Pilot Flying (unless you let the FO perform the takeoff). The Captain is referred to as CPT and/or CM1 in the documentation. The FO is sometimes referred to as CM2.



Pre-Flight Countdown Events *All times listed below are approximate. *Certain items may be skipped depending on the power source (APU or EXTERNAL)



Developer’s Note: Due to interface limitations (namely, the absence of a dedicated SDK), many of the buttons on the overhead and other panels are not directly accessible. Long story short: We can’t read them. We can’t write to them. To get around this limitation, FS2Crew uses simulated mouse clicks to be able to press certain buttons on the aircraft. To that end, panels will pop-up when the virtual FO needs to apply simulated mouse click in order to press a switch.



Do NOT cycle views while a mini-panel is open otherwise it my not automatically close, or the simulated mouse click applied to that panel may not release. If a panel does not close, right click on it and select ‘close’. If a switch is stuck in a test position, manually click it with your mouse to release it.



45’00’’ FO starts a preliminary cockpit inspection with 16 items to ensure the safety of a/c and prior to establishing electrical power. - BATTERY - EMERGENCY PWR SELECTOR - TECHNICAL LOG BOOK - ALL CK LISTS AND BOOKLETS - AIRCRAFT DOCUMENTS, ENROUTE AND AIRPORT CHARTS



ON OFF CHECK ABOARD CHECK
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- EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT - CIRCUIT BREAKERS - WEATHER RADAR - FUEL SWITCH - PARK BRAKE



CHECK CHECK OFF OFF OFF



(Note: Check chocks are in place before boarding a/c. The parking brake must be off during loading /unloading because the center gear should be left free to move. Failure to do this may result in lower fuselage damage at the center gear bay) - SPOILER HANDLE CHECK - FLAP HANDLE CHECK - LDG GEAR HANDLE CHECK - FUEL DUMP AND DRAIN SWITCHES GUARDED - WINDSHIELD WIPERS OFF - ENGINE FIRE TEST TEST Check all visual and aural warnings activate. (Eng 1, 2, 3 and APU fire warnings)



40’00’’ After this preliminary inspection both CPT and FO start their own cockpit preparation. I’ll list the CPT’s items first and FO items after; they are performed separately but necessarily simultaneously. CPT Cockpit preparation phase 1 - TECHNICAL LOGBOOK - AUTOFLIGHT PANEL



CHECK / SIGN CHECK / SET



(Check altimeter information is HP or IN as required and set to QNH with proper pressure. Check Alt readout and compare with Airport Altitude. Set HDG readout to MAG and set HDG/TRK to HDG. Check Bank angle Selector is in Auto, AFS OVRD OFF switches are UP. Confirm UTC time on ND is correct.) - OXYGEN SYSTEM AND MASK MIC. Set mask dilution ctrl to 100%



TEST / 100%



- SOURCE INPUT SELECT PANEL (SISP) CHECK Rotate EIS selector to AUX and ck “CPT ON AUX” light illuminates. Check Display Units (CRT) 1, 2, 3 are working normally. Reset AUX switch to normal, ck all light extinguished. - STATIC AIR SEL - TOWING PWR ON LIGHT - PVD SELECTOR



NORM OFF AS REQUIRED



(This optional system is an aid for low visibility T.O. must be checked if needed. Otherwise should be left to OFF) –NOT MODELLED BY PMDG AT THIS TIME - DISPLAY UNITS Ck appropriate indications are displayed in all 6 CRTs
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CHECK



FO Cockpit preparation phase 1 - ELECTRICAL PWR If EXT PWR is available push EXT PWR switch: - EXT PWR ON lights illuminates - AC and DC 1, 2, 3 OFF lights extinguished - GEN 1, 2, 3 ARM lights illuminates - All BUS OFF lights extinguished



ESTABLISH



If APU is desired push APU PWR on electrical panel - APU PWR AVAIL and APU PWR ON lights illuminates after APU start is completed. - AC and DC 1, 2, 3 OFF lights extinguished - GEN 1, 2, 3 ARM lights illuminates - All BUS OFF lights extinguished - AC TIE 1, 2, 3 ARM lights illuminates If APU fails to start, try from APU start/stop switch on APU panel - APU AIR



AS REQUIRED



- ANNUNCIATOR LIGHTS TEST Push test switch (for about 12’’) until AIR SYS TEST is displayed on EAD (Engine Alert Display) - IRS SELECTORS NAV Doing this will trigger the Cabin and cargo fire test ON. In case no cargo fire alarm is activated, it must be done manually by pushing the Cargo Fire Warning Test button for 2 seconds in the overhead panel.



35’’00 Also this phase 2 is performed simultaneously by the two pilots: CPT cockpit preparation phase2 - FMS



CHECK / SET
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As soon as FO set the Inertial (IRS) on NAV, the Captain inserts or confirms the correct aircraft position on the INIT page. Adds Flt number, Cost Index (should be varied each flight but normally is kept constant. Range 40/80, Max is 774), alt airport, cruise levels, average wind component. Then loads the flight plan in the F-PLAN page. In the PERF Page 1 inserts climb speeds (330 / .82). In Page 2 cruise speed (.82), and in Page 3 descent speed (.82 /300) and wind predictions.



For this tutorial flight please use the following: FLT Number: 1201 Cost Index: 66 Alt Airport: RCKH Flight Plan Saved Route: RKSIRCTP001 (The Flight Plan will then load) Cruise Level: 340 Average Wind Component: 0 Perf Page 1: Climb Speed (330/ .82) Trans: 14000 Perf Page 2: Cruise Speed: .82 Perf Page 3: Descent Speed: .82/300 Trans: 13000 Fuel Load: Your discretion. 1/3 to 2/3 full will work.
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31



32
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FO cockpit preparation phase 2 - VOICE RECORDER Push test button and check pointer in green band.



TEST



- GEN AND GALLEY BUS - CARGO TEMP SEL - FADEC - IGNITION



CHECK/ LTS OFF ADJUST LTS OFF CHECK



ENG IGN OFF light must be ON and ENG IGN A and B and IGN OVRD lights must be OFF. - HYD PANEL



CHECK / AUTO



- EMERG PWR SELECTOR ARM EMERGENCY PWR ON light illuminates for 30’’ then goes OFF. Check on EAD (Engine Alert Display) that EMER PWR TEST FAIL is not displayed. - ELECTRIC PANEL



CHECK / AUTO
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- AIR PANEL - FUEL PANEL



CHECK / AUTO CHECK / AUTO



30’00’’ As soon as the cabin crew arrive on board, they start to check all emergency equipment in the pax cabin and at every cabin attendant station (1 at every main door). When checked, the purser enters the cockpit to report: PURSER: “Captain, All cabin emergency equipment checked and ok.”



CPT: “Thanks. We’ll do the Evac and Emergency lights test in a while. Please advise the crew.”



At this point, just before passenger boarding, the cabin crew will perform Cabin Emergency lights and EVAC test: - CPT makes a call via PA: “Cabin crew prepare for Emergency lights and EVAC test please” To make that PA, open the PA Section on the FS2Crew Secondary Panel and press the PREPARE EVAC TEST button as shown below:
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When ready, the purser calls the cockpit via interphone: PURSER: “Cabin is ready for EVAC and lights test” Then the Captain makes another PA: CPT:



“Cabin crew, Emergency lights and EVAC test”
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On the upper panel (this is available in the VC cockpit only) the Captain sets the EVAC switch to the EVAC position, pulls the HORN SHUT OFF switch and places the EMER LT switch to ON.



Developer’s Note: The PMDG MD-11 does not currently include the EVAC and HORN SHUT OFF switches in the 2D cockpit.. However, these switches are available in the VC.
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If the test is satisfactory, the Purser calls the cockpit via interphone:



Press the illuminated PSR button to respond to the Purser. PURSER: “EVAC and lights test is completed and OK. The Cabin is ready for boarding.” CPT:



“Thank you, I will call you back shortly.”



- EVAC SWITCH - EMER LTS



OFF / LTS OFF (CPT) ARM (CPT)



Normally the refuelling is now complete. The Engineer comes in the cockpit to complete his paperwork. Press the illuminated ENG button to respond to the Engineer.



ENGINEER:



“Captain, is the fuel quantity OK?”



CPT: ENGINEER: CPT:



“Yes, thanks, it is fine. You can close the refuelling panel.” “OK, can you sign the logbook, please?” “Done, thanks, have a nice day”



Next, press the START BOARD button on the Purser Panel to inform the Purser that he can start the boarding: “You can now start boarding our guests...”
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25’00’’ FO cockpit preparation phase 3 - PASS SIGN - EXTERIOR LTS - GPWS - FLAP LIMIT / ELEV FEEL - CABIN PRESS - ANTI ICE - FUEL USED RESET - AUTOFLIGHT PANEL



ON / ON AS REQUIRED TEST CHECK / AUTO AUTO CHECK ALL OFF PUSH TO RESET CHECK / SET



- OXYGEN SYSTEM AND MASK MIC. Set mask dilution ctrl to 100%



TEST / 100%



- SOURCE INPUT SELECT PANEL (SISP) - STATIC AIR SEL



2 POSITION NORM



- PVD SELECTOR - DISPLAY UNITS



AS REQUIRED (NOT MODELLED) CHECK



- LDG GEAR CHECK Pull LDG GEAR lever out (not up) and observe 4 red lights on gear position indicator then push in and observe 4 green lights - STANDBY INSTRUMENTS Set QNH on Standby Altimeter



CHECK / SET



- TAKE OFF WARNING SYSTEM CHECK Move throttle lever 1 to full throttle and hear all T.O. warning till “slat” is announced Then move it back to idle. Now move levers 2 and 3 together and repeat the procedure. - SYS DISPLAY PAGES CHECK Check all systems on System display. Check on HYD page that SYS 3 quantity is above 6 quarts, on ENG page OIL qty is above 9.5 quarts on all engines and no abnormal, amber or red values on all other systems. Adjust cabin zone temperature as required. - RADIO PANEL



CHECK / SET



On the ground normal configuration is: Radio 1: Delivery, Ground frequency, Tower frequencies Radio 2: ATIS Radio 3: Company frequency In flight it becomes: Radio 1: ATC Radio 2: 121.5 Radio 3: VOLMET or 123.45 or any other frequency needed and ACARS FS2CREW NOTE: In FS2Crew, you as Captain are responsible for setting up the radios.
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- WEATHER RADAR



TEST / OFF (Not modelled in the PMDG MD-11) TEST / TA-RA



- TRANSPONDER / TCAS 15’00’’



At this point passengers are still boarding and the FO calls for ATC clearance (Note: In FS2Crew, you have to call for clearance using whichever ATC program you’re using). As soon as clearance is received, you should insert the Dep Rwy and SID on FMS F-PLAN page. However, for this tutorial we don’t need to enter the SID and Departure runway on the FMS flight plan as it was already loaded when we loaded the saved route. What we do need to do however is insert the required data into the TO PAGE in the FMS. It should look something like this: Do not forget to enter 25 for the FLAP!



Developer’s Note: In FS2Crew, you as the Captain must call for ATC clearance and insert the Departure Runway and SID on the FMS F-PLAN page as the computer simulated FO is not capable of doing this, especially given the numerous 3rd party ATC programs available.
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Note: The MD-11 FMS gives a lot of information, including the exact actual weight of the aircraft (based on sensors on all 4 LDG gear legs), as well as the CG position and the T.O. speeds when the final weight and flap setting is entered by the pilots. My airline has never certified this feature (because the FMS considers the runway as always dry and it does not take in account any obstacles around the airport) so we must use our own tables to get the V1, VR, V2 and V3 speeds, the flap setting and the Flex T.O. temperature. Flaps 25° is used for most take offs. When the Takeoff weight is close or equal to the max allowed, we can use the optimum flap setting (usually 11° to 25° depending on the airport). In this case reduced take off thrust (flex) is not allowed and we must use full thrust. DIAL-A-FLAP WINDOW



SET T.O. FLAP SETTING (CPT)



FS2CREW NOTE: Setting the Takeoff Flap setting in the Dial-A-Flap Window is the user’s responsibility. For this tutorial flight, set Dial-A-Flap to 25 (use the wheel to the left of the FLAP TO SEL display to select Flaps 25). Flaps 25 is the most common setting. However, if you forget to set Dial-A-Flap, the FO will do it for you after you call for the Final Cockpit Prep Checklist. He will set it to the Flap setting you entered in the FMS.



Once Dial-A-Flap has been set to 25, we must open FS2Crew Secondary Panel and transfer the information from the FMS to the Departure Briefing section. Input the FMC computed V-Speeds into the FS2Crew Departure Briefing section. You need to do this manually because FS2Crew cannot read the V-Speeds out of the FMS. Next, the Captain (that’s you in case you forgot!) makes his Departure briefing. To do that, using the left and right mouse buttons, set up the fields as required in the Departure Brief section (note that you cannot select the runway condition: it is automatically set based on the actual conditions). When done press the “PLAY BRIEF” button to play the brief.
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Developer’s Note: Use the left and right mouse button to cycle selections on the DEPARTURE BRIEF page. Do not forget to set the Transition Altitude (TRANS ALT) to 14,000! That’s the Transition Altitude in Korea. Hold down the mouse button to cycle selections quickly!



When the brief is complete, it’s time to make a welcome message to the passengers.
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10’00’’ The Load Sheet and Dangerous Goods information arrive on board. The Load Sheet is handed over by the Gate Agent; the conversation may sound like this:



Press the illuminated GA button to talk to the Gate Agent. GATE AGENT: “Captain, boarding is terminated here is the load sheet.” CPT: “Thanks, let me check.” After cross-checking the load sheet data with the FMS: CPT: “Load sheet is correct. About how long until we close the cargo doors?” GATE AGENT: “We are closing right now, good day have a safe flight.”



Developer’s Note: Due to a technical limitation in FS (namely, the 64 Window Limit), we were unable to include a simulated loadsheet graphic in the simulation. However, if you want a realistic loadsheet/dispatch print-out, there are commercial 3rd party Dispatch simulations available for FS which might suite your needs.



FINAL COCKPIT PREPARATION - PAX LOAD SEL.



SET



CPT selects the Pax number +10 on the selector (if Pax less than 240 then select 240 since is the minimum default air flow for the cabin) - FMS



CHECK / SET PF inserts Load sheet data in INIT page 2 and crosschecks the CG between load sheet and the onboard system (difference must be less than 0.5)



- AUTOFLIGHT PANEL



CHECK / SET



PF confirm V3 on speed window, heading and Altitude for the SID - IRS



CHECK Both pilots check “0 TAXI” is displayed on speed tape on PFD
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At this point the Hydraulic system check must be performed. This must be done in cooperation with the Engineer to ensure the area is clear around the aircraft. On the FS2Crew Main Panel, press the ENG Call button.



CPT: GND: CPT: GND:



“Ground from cockpit.” “Go ahead.” “May we perform the Hydraulic system test?” “Area is clear, you can proceed.”



- HYD TEST BUTTON



PUSH (CPT)



When Hydraulic test is completed (HYD PRESS TEST warning extinguished from Engine Display) set the auto brake to takeoff. (Note: If you forget to set the autobrake to RTO, the FO will set it for you after you call for the Final Cockpit Prep Checklist). - AUTO BRAKE SEL



T.O. (CPT)



Once you have set the Autobrake Selector to Takeoff, run the FINAL COCKPIT PREPARATION CHECKLIST. To run the checklist, press the “Green Button” on your joystick, keyboard or on the FS2Crew Main Panel. Ensure that “FINAL COCKPIT PREP” is displayed in the main window.



Developer’s Note: When using the Green Button to run the checklist, GO SLOW. Make sure the FO has finished talking before you press the Green Button again or you may wind up talking over each other!
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Developer’s Note: Many of the switch positions in the PMDG MD-11 cannot be ‘read’ by FS2Crew due to interface limitations; in those instances, FS2Crew assumes that that the switch or button or lever is in the correct position.



Developer’s Note: When the checklist is complete, the Checklist/Mode will automatically cycle over to the next phase. Generally, under normal circumstances, you should not need to use the Left or Right arrows. After completing the FCP checklist, the next mode in sequence after FINAL COCKIPT PREP is BEFORE START FLOW.



Now as soon as the boarding of the passengers and cargo is completed (it is complete, the Ramp Agent told you so when she handed you the Load Sheet!), call the Purser and ask him to close the cabin doors. Important: The Doors Open status message will not extinguish until the doors are armed. That happens during pushback.



The phraseology used is the standard used by most airlines. Captain via the interphone: “Close the doors please. You can arm slides as soon as we start pushing back.” Purser acknowledges and via the Public Address system talks to the cabin crew: “Cabin crew, close cabin doors please.”
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When the aircraft starts moving (if using AES, this will happen at the start of the taxi, not during the push): “Cabin crew, arm slides and confirm.”



When all 7+1 doors are closed and armed, the purser calls the cockpit: “Captain, all doors closed and armed. The cabin is ready for taxi.” The pilots then check on SD status pages that no door warnings are present.



Developer’s Note: Remember, even though the doors may be physically closed, until the cabin crew ‘arms’ the doors, the doors will still show as open on the SD display. The cabin crew will arm the doors during pushback.



Starting the APU before Engine Start With a few minutes remaining prior to engine start, we need to turn on the APU and disconnect External Power. Using external air is very expensive, which is why we want to use the APU for engine start. To turn on the APU, press the APU switch on the Overhead Electrical Panel (not the APU panel). Do not forget to turn on the APU Bleed as we need air from the APU for engine start. If you get a low (air) pressure alert for the start, cycle the IGN A button on and off. After the APU is running, disconnect EXT POWER via the FS Actions menu in the FMS. Do not forget to turn on the APU prior to engine start!!! - PUSH BACK CLEARANCE



OBTAIN (CPT)



Before Start
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After the Pushback or Start Clearance has been obtained, press the Green Button with BEFORE START FLOW displayed as the active mode. This will trigger the FO to perform his Before Start action flow, which involves turning on the Beacon. As the Captain, you are responsible for setting the Auxiliary Hydraulic Pump #1 to ON and Engine Ignition to A. If a pushback tug is available, it will come to your aircraft and connect to the nose wheel when the FO turns on the beacon. - AUX HYD PUMP #1



ON (CPT)



This pressurizes the brake system. The pump goes OFF automatically as the first engine is started. - BCN - ENG IGN



ON (FO) A or B (CPT)



When complete, run the Before Start Checklist.



Developer’s Note: When using FS2Crew, select ‘A’ for the Engine Ignition. You could always use ‘B’, but because we can’t read the position of the EGN IGN button, it’s assumed you’re using ‘A’.



If the FO does not turn on the beacon, ensure nothing could be intercepting the key press FS2Crew sends to the PMDG MD-11 (such as having the Squawkbox text input window in focus, or even the default ATC window in focus).
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Pushback When ready for pushback and engine start, focus your attention on the Start Crew Panel on the FS2Crew Secondary Panel. Next, set the parking brake. (If you forget to set the brake, the FO will do it for you).



When ready for pushback, press CONTACT. Note: DIST, UNITS, TAIL and ANGLE values can be adjusted using the left and right mouse buttons. We suggest leaving DIST at its default setting. The ABORT button can be used in case the pushback never stops or you’re about to hit something.



Developer’s Note: You DO NOT need to use the FS2Crew Start Crew. It is optional. If desired, you can use other 3rd party pushback utilities, such as AES. You can even use the pushback feature built into the PMDG MD-11.



Engine Start Procedure When cleared for engine start, you can initiate the start up sequence by pressing the Green Button with the FS2Crew mode set to ENGINE START:
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The Start Sequence is always: 3 -> 1 -> 2 CPT: F/0:



“STARTING ENGINE 3” “READY”



- ENG START SWITCH



PULL (CPT)



Light on engine start switch illuminates, indicating the start valve is open. Then at minimum 15% N2: FO:



“15%”



- FUEL SELECTOR CPT:



ON (CPT)



“FUEL ON”



FO starts timing. EGT should rise within 20 seconds. (Normally it is immediate). When EGT pointer start moving: CPT:



“EGT”



At about 45% N2 Start switch pops in and light extinguishes. FO:



“45%”



This is to check the start valve is properly closed.



Developer’s Note: 1.



The engine associated with the Green Button press (Start Call) is displayed for convenience in the Green Button box (3 -> 1 -> 2)



After engine stabilized at idle, the FO announces: FO:



“Parameters stabilized”



Then: CPT:



“Starting engine 1”



FO:



“Ready”



And the procedure is repeated for the remaining engines.
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After Start Procedure When the start up is completed and all engines are stabilized at idle, press the Green Button while AFTER START FLOW is displayed in the FS2Crew Main Panel window to announce: “After Start.”



At that point, you and the FO should perform your After Start flows: The after start procedure is completed by FO while CPT talks with ground staff and waits for the positive hand signal. -ENG ANTI ICE -APU AIR -APU



AS REQUIRED (FO) OFF (FO) CHECK OFF (FO)



Normally the APU shuts down automatically when engine generators are on line. If it remains ON, it must be shut down manually by pushing APU start/stop switch on APU overhead panel. Note that if the APU is started via the APU panel (not the electrical panel), the APU will not automatically shut down when the APU AIR switch is set to OFF. -COCKPIT WINDOWS -T.O. PITCH TRIM -FLAPS



CLOSED/LOCKED (FO/CPT) SET (FO) SET T.O. SETTING (FO)



After calling “After Start”, press the DISCONNECT button in the Start Crew Panel to disconnect the Start Crew. AFTER START CK LIST



Getting Ready to Taxi After running the AFTER START checklist, announce that you’re clear to the left and turn on both runway turn off lights and the nose wheel light to TAXI. You should also call for the taxi clearance at this point if you’re using an ATC program.
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-TAXI CLEARANCE -EXTERIOR LIGHTS



OBTAIN (CPT) AS REQUIRED (CPT)



Normally only taxi and runway turn off lights are switched ON. -PARKING BRAKE



OFF (CPT)



Taxiing and Flight Controls Check



The Flight Controls check must be performed during taxi. It’s done by the FO for the aileron and elevator and by CPT for rudder because he must hold the nose steering wheel while pushing the pedals. So, when out of busy areas, press the Green Button to call for the check. CPT:



“Flight controls check”



FO:



“Full left, three green” “Full right, three green” “Full up, two green” “Full down, two green”



Moving the control column full left or right causes the ailerons and the spoilers to move to a full deflection. This is indicated on Synoptic “CONFIG” page by 3 green symbols (aileron and spoiler UP on one wing and aileron DOWN on the opposite wing). Only two green boxes are shown for the elevators. One for the left one, one for the right one. Then it’s captain turn for the rudder. Press the Green Button to call: CPT:



“Rudder left, two green” “Rudder right, two green”
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Developer’s Note: If your rudder is coupled to your ailerons, the aircraft may swerve as the FO deflects the ailerons. Your joystick may override the FO’s attempts to move the control column. Do not move your joystick while the FO is checking the controls. The FO will press the DOWN ARROW key to move the control column up and down. Again, if he doesn’t do that, ensure other windows are in focus (like the Squawbox text entry window) that could intercept keypresses. For the rudder check, I don’t actually physically move the rudder because the aircraft will swerve owing to the lack of a true tiller in the PMDG MD-11.



If there is any variation to the departure briefing (e.g. SID or RWY change) it’s discussed at this point. The Purser will phone the cockpit when the cabin is ready for takeoff.



Purser via interphone:-“The cabin is ready for takeoff.” After talking to the Purser, call for and run the TAXI Checklist.



TAXI CHECK LIST



Before Takeoff Procedures When takeoff clearance is received, perform your Before Takeoff Flow: -SPOILERS -HI INTENSITY & EXTERNAL LIGHTS -ESSENTIAL ITEMS CK LIST



ARMED (CPT) ON (FO) CK GREEN BOX
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There is an empty green box at the bottom of the Engine Display. It indicates that all main items (flaps, ldg gear, spoilers, parking brake,) are properly set for takeoff. Should a necessary item not be configured properly, the box becomes red and a voice warning is triggered when the throttles are advanced. This procedure assumes that both Air and Hydraulic systems are operating in Auto. When the throttles are advanced the Air System control shuts down all air conditioning packs to perform a packs off take off. Air conditioning is resumed when climb thrust is set on engines. If the Air System is operating in manual pilots must close packs manually. Same thing for the Hydraulics panel. If in Manual mode, both RMPs (reversible motor pumps) must be turned on until the slats are retracted during climb. FO on P.A.: “Cabin crew prepare for takeoff” BEFORE TAKE OFF CK LIST



Developer’s Note: The FO will instruct the Cabin Crew to prepare for takeoff immediately after you call for the Before Takeoff Checklist. If you forget to arm the spoilers, the FO will do it for you. FS2Crew assumes the Hydraulic, Air and Fuel panels are always in AUTO. FS2Crew does not model system failures.



Developer’s Note: FS2Crew cannot ‘read’ the position of the external lights. FS2Crew however can blindly ‘toggle’ the lights. In order for the FS2Crew FO to position the lights correctly, the lights need to be in an expected position. In order to ensure the correct sequencing of the lights, the lights need to be in the following position prior to running the BEFORE TAKEOFF checklist. -



Landing lights OFF Strobes/Hi Intensity lights OFF Nose light in the TAXI position Runway turnoff lights ON.
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Takeoff Roll



When cleared for takeoff, the pilot flying (PF) –remember, that’s you! - advances the throttle to about 70% N1 and presses the Green Button to call: CPT:



“TAKE OFF THRUST, AUTOTHRUST”



The FO then pushes the AUTOFLIGHT button on autopilot panel: this engages the auto throttle. If the autothrottle does not engage, push your joystick throttles forward until it catches (or double check that nothing could be intercepting the key press that FS2Crew sends to the MD-11 to press the Autoflight button). FO:



“AUTOTHRUST ENGAGED” and then “TAKE OFF THRUST SET”



At 80 knots: FO: CPT:



“80 knots CLAMP” “CHECKED”



Auto throttle servos unlock at 80 knots to allow the pilot to manually retard the levers in case of an aborted takeoff. They lock again after liftoff when the PROF button is pushed. At V1: FO:



“V1”



At Vr: FO:



“ROTATE”



Developer’s Note: The ‘AT’ text in the Green Button box is to remind you that the Green Button is tied to the “Engage Autothrust” call.



In the Red Box, RTO is displayed. RTO stands for Rejected Takeoff. Pressing the Red Button with RTO displayed will put FS2Crew into Rejected Takeoff Mode.
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Initial Climb and Clean Up



After lift-off in climb: FO: CPT: FO:



“POSITIVE CLIMB” “GEAR UP” (This call is made automatically) “GEAR UP” (The FO will also turn off the exterior lights at this point)



When the landing gear is up and all warning lights are extinguished: FO:



“GEAR UP, LIGHTS OUT”



You can call for the autopilot (Auto Flight – AF) at any time (min altitude for engagement is 100 feet) by clicking the Red Button (note the AF text over the Red Button). At 400’ minimum above the runway, press the Green Button to engage Profile and Navigation (PN) modes: CPT:



“ENGAGE PROFILE and NAVIGATION”



FO pushes PROF and NAV buttons on autopilot panel. PROF engages the auto throttle locks again and allows the auto thrust system to follow the speed schedule and/or limits.



FO:



“PROFILE AND NAVIGATION ENGAGED”



Developer’s Note: Some airlines will arm Profile and Navigation while still on the ground. If you want to do that (and accordingly skip the ‘Engage Profile and Navigation’ call after takeoff) follow these steps: 1.



When convenient and sometime prior to takeoff, use the right arrow key to cycle to the ‘CLIMB AND CLEAN UP’ mode in the FS2Crew Main Panel.



2.



Right click the Green Button that has PN written on it (remember, that’s a RIGHT Click, not a left click). PN, which stands for “Profile and Navigation” will then change to an ‘F’, which stands for Flaps. The Profile and Navigation call will now be skipped when you press the Green button. Accordingly, clicking the Green Button for the first time while the ‘CLIMB AND CLEAN UP’ mode is active will, in this instance, result in a ‘FLAPS RETRACT’ command for the FO.
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When flaps retraction speed is reached, click the Green Button: CPT: FO:



“FLAPS ZERO” “FLAPS ZERO” then “FLAPS RETRACTED”



When slats retraction speed is reached, click the Green Button: CPT: FO:



“SLATS RETRACT” “SLATS RETRACT” then “SLATS RETRACTED”



Aircraft’s Clean and After Takeoff Checklist When the aircraft is clean: -AUTOBRAKE SELECTOR -DIAL A FLAP SELECTOR -SPEED BRAKE -EXTERIOR LIGHTS



OFF (FO) SELECT 15° (FO) DISARMED (FO) AS REQUIRED (FO)



Now most of the work is done. The most important task is now to monitor the fuel transfer. MD-11 must fly with a backward CG for best efficiency. The aft limit is 34% but normally airlines choose to fly between 30 and 32%. This is done by transferring up to 6000 kilograms of fuel in the tail (it’s done automatically in climb after slats retraction). When passing 10000 feet, the cabin crew can start their service in the cabin. If there is no additional information to be passed to the purser, the “Go ahead with cabin service” message is done by toggling the NO SMOKING sign twice.



AFTER TAKE OFF CHECK LIST



Normally the After Takeoff checklist is called after passing Transition Altitude. In case the TA is high (for example, the USA’s 18000 ft TA), the After Takeoff checklist is read when the slats are retracted and as workload permits. The last item of the checklist, “altimeters,” is always delayed until passing the Transition Altitude.
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Climbing through the Transition Altitude (TA) When passing the Transition Altitude (TA), which in Korea is 14,000, the FO will call: “Altimeters”. At this point, set the Barometric Pressure Selector to STANDARD pressure (2992/1013) and press the Red Button (TA). You and the FO will then read back the current altimeter setting. However, there is one more step: You will also announce the altitude at which you will perform the altimeter crosscheck, which will probably be 16,000 feet. Climbing through 16,000 feet, press the Red Button (TA) again one more time to call “TOP”. The FO will then check his altimeter to see that it matches yours and that it’s within limits.



Cruise During cruise with all systems working in Auto Mode, the crew’s job is mainly just to monitor the systems. There is a slim chance that you may experience a Sick Passenger, Air Rage or Smoking in the Lavatory scenario. However, in order for there to be a chance of these events happening, you must inform the Purser that the aircraft is in cruise. Informing the Purser that the aircraft is in cruise is a necessary condition for any of these events to occur.
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Descent Prep Before descent, the crew obtains the latest ATIS information and starts programming the FMS with the expected approach procedure. The PF then starts his approach briefing. While it’s impossible for FS2Crew to fully model the thousands of different possibilities you can have in a real-world approach brief, the items that are normally discussed are: Obstacles and minimum altitudes during descent and approach, procedure minima, airport layout and taxi routing, alternate fuel and meteo evaluations, aircraft weight and approach speeds and flaps (normally 35° but 50° can also be used) and the autobrake settings. Then PNF starts reading final approach procedures on FMS while PF checks it on the chart. Items to be highlighted are: GS interception altitude and distance, altitude passing the Outer marker, landing minima and the missed approach procedure. In FS2crew, the Approach Brief is conducted the same way as the Departure Brief. You will make your selections using the left and right mouse button, and then press PLAY BRIEF to make the brief. Note that because it’s not possible to record briefs for every airport in the world, a generic brief is available. Be sure to set the TRANS LEVEL to 13,000 as that is the Transition Level in Taiwan. Also, set the ARPT ELEV for the arrival airport to the closest 100 feet, which for RCTP is 100 feet.
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Setting the Windshield Anti Ice to ON is the FO’s responsibility. However, the FO needs a trigger to make him perform that action. In this case, the associated trigger is to play the Top of Descent (TOD) Cruise PA message:



-WINDSHIELD ANTI ICE High position is used only in extreme icing



ON – NORMAL (FO)



-ALTIMETERS PRESET QNH (CPT/FO) MD-11 has a preset feature for the altimeters. As soon as you get the ATIS you can set the QNH by turning the BARO knob to the correct value. Pulling the knob will reset the altimeter to 1013 Hpa. When you need QNH again slightly turn the knob again left or right and the previously preset QNH is shown again. -STANDBY ALTIMETER



SET QNH (CPT/FO)



-RA/BARO SET (CPT/FO) Depending on the type of approach expected, both pilots preset landing minima. RA is for low visibility ILS approaches (CATII and III), BARO is for Non Precision and CAT 1 ILS approaches. DESCENT CK LIST
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Descending - ALTIMETERS SET QNH (CPT/FO) After passing the Transition Level (TL) both pilots will set the altimeters on QNH and cross-check the indications. The Transition Level call is handled the same way as the Transition Altitude call done during the climb. You will use the Red Button to make the required calls. In Taiwan, the Transition Level is FL130.



-AUDIO MARKER



AS REQUIRED (CPT)



-LANDING DATA



REVIEW (CPT)



-PASS. SIGNS



ON / ON (CPT)



Below 10000 ft: -EXTERIOR LIGHTS Runway Turnoff Lights - ON



AS REQUIRED (CPT)



-PNF on P.A. – “Cabin crew, prepare for landing” The initial descent from cruise altitude can be performed in many autoflight modes: Idle clamp, V/S, FPA, Profile. Below 10000 feet profile mode and FMS speeds are no longer used. V/S or idle clamp and Selected Speeds (250 knots) are used instead.



In the Terminal Area After the Purser phones the cockpit to inform you that the cabin is ready for landing, run the Approach Checklist:



APPROACH CK LIST
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Configuring for the Approach



-INITIAL APPROACH CONFIGURATION ACHIEVE When speed is properly reduced (below 280 knots) slats can be extended CPT:



“SLAT EXTEND”



FO:



“SLAT EXTEND”



When SLAT appears steady on PFD FO:



“SLAT EXTENDED”



Usually during the initial approach, clean configuration is maintained until the speed is reduced below 255 knots. This allows the flaps to be extended to 15°. Extending only the slats increases stall speed margin but does not decelerate the aircraft very effectively because engine idle is increased from Flight idle to Approach idle at slat extension. Within 20 miles from touchdown, the speed is further reduced in three steps: 210, 180, 160 knots (if ATC does not require something different). The glide slope should be intercepted with at 180 knots, Flaps 28° with the landing gear up. Speed is then reduced to 160 knots until passing the marker when final configuration and final speed is achieved (at high landing weight, the MD-11’s final speed can be higher than 160 knots!) When cleared to Land, set the LANDING LIGHTS to ON and set the NOSE WHEEL LIGHT to LAND. CPT: FO:



“FLAPS 15” “FLAPS 15”



When FLAPS 15 appears steady on PFD FO:



“FLAPS 15 EXTENDED”



When on a Loc intercept heading and localizer bar starts to move: FO:



“LOC ALIVE”



When glide slope bar starts to move:
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FO:



“GLIDE ALIVE”



CPT:



“FLAPS 28”



FO:



“FLAPS 28”



When FLAPS 28 appears steady on PFD: FO:



“FLAPS 28 EXTENDED”



-FCP ALTITUDE



SET G/A ALTITUDE (CPT)



Around 2500’ RA: CPT: FO:



“GEAR DOWN” “GEAR DOWN”



When landing gear is down and locked: FO:



“GEAR DOWN 4 GREEN”



The MD-11 (like the DC10) can land with the centre gear retracted at a reduced landing weight, but this procedure is not applied on normal procedures by any MD-11 operator. CPT: FO:



“FLAPS 35 AND FINAL CHECKLIST” “FLAPS 35”



When FLAPS 35 appears steady on PFD: FO: “FLAPS 35 EXTENDED” -SPEEDBRAKE LEVER -ESSENTIAL ITEMS CK LIST



ARMED (CPT) CK GREEN BOX



FINAL CK LIST



Flaps 50 is rarely used for landing because the Go Around performance is negatively affected and because the placard speed for flaps 50 (175 knots) is often very close to the Vref. Flaps 50 is used in case a short field landing is required. Standard callouts during the final approach are not required because they are automatically done by the female voice of the Warning system.
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Decision Height (Altitude)



-Hand flown approach (CAT 1 ILS / Non Precision) When the visual reference is acquired and landing is assured, press the Green Button to call “Land”. CPT:



“LAND”



-Coupled automatic approach and landing (cat2-3 ILS) Captain must be PF from the OM on all low visibility approaches. When the “approaching minima” is called, CPT starts to look outside to acquire the required visual reference. When acquired and landing is safe: CPT:



“LAND”



Roll-out
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When U/L (unlocked) light extinguished and REV is annunciated on ENG display over the N1 gauges: FO:



“READY FOR REVERSE” At 80 knots reverse must be at idle and at 60 knots must be stowed.



FO:



“80 KNOTS”... “60 KNOTS”



-THRUST REVERSE



STOWED



When REV and subsequent U/L lights are extinguished: FO:



“REVERSE LIGHTS OUT”



Clearing the Runway



When clear of the active runway, press the Green Button to call for the After Landing Checklist. This is the trigger for the FO to start his After Landing flow. The FO will then perform his flow and read the After Landing Checklist silently. He will announce when the checklist is complete. Note that disarming the Spoiler is the Captain’s responsibility. -SPOILER -EXTERIOR LIGHTS Switch OFF HI-INT and LAND lights.



DISARM (CPT) AS REQ’D (FO)



-FLAPS / SLAT -AUTO BRAKE SEL



RETRACT (FO) OFF (FO)



-PITCH TRIM 3° UP (FO) This is very important. 3° is the only stabilizer position allowing the tail tank to be refilled at max capacity on the ground. -APU -WEATHER RADAR -XPDR / TCAS



AS REQ’D (FO) OFF (FO) XPDR (FO)



AFTER LDG CK LIST
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At the Gate



After arriving at the gate the aircraft must be secured for safe disembarkation and unloading procedures. Important: With the PARKING MODE displayed, the FO will bring the APU on-line when you set the parking brake. Accordingly, double check that the APU is “Available” (AVAIL) before setting the Parking Brake! The trigger for the FO to start his shutdown flow is when you turn off the engines by turning the Fuel Selector Switches to OFF. -PARKING BRAKE -ELECTRICAL PWR -FUEL SELECTORS -BEACON LIGHT -SEAT BELT SIGNS -EMER PWR SELECTOR -INERTIAL REF SYS.



SET (CPT) ESTABLISH (FO) OFF (CPT) OFF (FO) OFF (FO) OFF (FO) CHECK / OFF (FO)



Check on FMS init page the residual drift and ground speed of the three IRS’s. If within limits (2NM /hr and 20 knots) turn them OFF -GROUND COMMUNICATION



ESTABLISH



The engineer connects to the aircraft jack. He asks about the condition of the aircraft and reports chocks in place or not.



TECH: CPT: TECH: CPT:



“Cockpit from ground.” “Go ahead.” “Chocks are in place and you can release the parking brake. How’s the aircraft?” “The aircraft is okay, nothing to report.”
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TECH:



“Nice to hear that, I’ll see you upstairs.”



Now CPT calls the purser via interphone:



CPT: “You can disarm the slides.” PURSER: “Thank you, Captain.” Then Purser calls via P.A. “Cabin Crew disarm slides.” After all slides are reported disarmed:



PURSER: “Captain, all slides disarmed.” CPT: (After checking slides disarmed on status display) “Okay you can open the doors.” There is no slide disarmed indication in the cockpit. The status page on System display reports DOOR OPEN for each cabin door, both when the slide is disarmed and /or when the door is open.



Developer’s Note: The trigger for the FO to start his shut down flow is: 1.



‘Parking’ displayed as the active FS2Crew mode. 2. Engines shut-down. 3. The Descent Checklist must have been completed (that puts FS2Crew into descent mode).
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PARKING CK LIST



If you plan on making a second leg, connect External Power and turn off the APU.



Leaving the Aircraft (End of Day)



When disembarking is completed there are a few things to do prior to leaving the aircraft: -EMER LIGHTS SWITCH -COCKPIT LIGHTS -DISPLAY UNITS / MCDU -APU -BATT



OFF OFF DIM AS REQUIRED AS REQUIRED



If the APU is left running then the Battery (BATT) must be left ON. If EXT PWR is connected then the Battery must be switched OFF.



END OF TUTORIAL FLIGHT



GO AROUND (GA) PROCEDURES When the GA text is displayed over the Red Button, the aircraft may be put into Go Around mode. The Go Around mode is available after the Final Checklist has been completed and the flaps are in the landing configuration. To call “GO AROUND” press the Red Button via your joystick, keyboard or by directly clicking on the FS2Crew Main Panel.
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When you press the Red Button with the GA text displayed, FS2Crew will send a key command to the MD11 to simulate pressing the G/A button. The procedure is as follows: -G/A BUTTON ON THRUST LEVER CPT: FO: CPT: FO :



PUSH (PF)



“GO AROUND – FLAPS 28” “FLAPS 28”... “POSITIVE CLIMB” “GEAR UP”... “CHECK G/A ALTITUDE” “GEAR UP”... ”ALTITUDE CHECKED”... “GEAR UP LIGHTS OUT”



The remaining portion of the Go Around procedure is managed like a normal climb. Note: During the 2nd approach, the Slats and Flaps 15 calls can be skipped by ‘right clicking’ the dialog window that displays the current Checklist/Mode on the Main Panel. This would be useful during a 2 nd approach after a go around with the flap left at the flaps 15 position during the climb out.



FIRST OFFICER TAKEOFFS To switch roles during takeoff (you become the Pilot Not Flying (PNF) and the FO becomes the Pilot Flying (PF), ensure that in the Departure Briefing Page that the TAKEOFF (PF) selection is set to First Officer (FO):
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Important: -Ensure the takeoff trim is set properly or the FO will likely crash! -If there is a crosswind, the FO is not able to hold the centerline. You will need to assist him. -The FO will issue commands to you (gear up, flaps retract). You must follow his commands. -When the FO calls for the autopilot, do not delay in engaging it. Getting the FO to control the pitch attitude is a bit of a dark art, especially given FS2Crew interface limitations with the MD-11. Be prepared to step in if necessary and help your FO! Green Button Reminder Prompts: CN: Pass control to FO (Done after having turned on the exterior lights and when you are lined up with the runway). The FO will then advance the throttles and then prompt you to engage Autothrust. AE: Autothrust Engaged. TS: Takeoff Thrust Set. 80: 80 Knots. V1: V1. VR: Rotate. PC: Positive Climb. GR: Gear Retracted. F: Flaps retracted. S: Slats retracted. CN: Retake Control from FO. After you retake control, you revert to being the Pilot Flying and you will assume his responsibilities. Call for the After Takeoff checklist when ready.



FREIGHTER MODEL NOTES FS2Crew works with the MD11 freighter models in addition to the Passenger models. When you load a Freighter model, FS2Crew will attempt to automatically detect that a Freighter model has been loaded. To confirm that FS2Crew is running in Freighter mode, open the Departure Brief Page and note that FREIGHTER is displayed in the MODEL field. You can manually change the model as necessary by clicking the model field. When using a Freighter model, the procedures are generally the same as when using a Pax model except: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Certain checklist items are that related to Pax operations are skipped. You must ensure Pushback is set to NO. Prior to the Top of Descent, you will need to manually turn on the windshield anti-ice. FS2Crew will only control the Cargo doors. All other doors you must control if desired via the FS Actions Menu in the FMS.
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REJECTED TAKEOFF (RTO) NOTES To initiate a Rejected Takeoff, press the RED button during the takeoff roll (RTO will be displayed on the FS2Crew Main Panel in the Red Box).



The only call associated with the RTO is “Stop Takeoff”. Procedure: -Throttle idle (below 80 knots when CLAMP is not yet shown the CPT also needs to disengage autothrust). -Full braking overriding the autobrake system. -Reverse thrust. -If it's a serious emergency requiring an immediate stop (e.g. a fire) when the aircraft is stopped: parking brake ON. The First officer needs only to monitor the RTO sequence and inform the tower.
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MD-11 NORMAL CHECKLIST Final Cockpit Preparation Oxygen sys/microphone Sys.Display STATUS Hyd panel Fuel panel Fuel Quantity Exterior Lights Pass. Signs FCP (flight ctrl panel) IRS (Inertial Ref Sys) FMS Fuel Switches T.O. Warning System FLAP T.O. Selector Rudder/Ail trim Auto Brake Sys



Tested/100% checked Auto or Man Auto or Man ---------Kg As Required On / On Set Taxi Set/Ckd Off Ckd Set___° Zero/Zero T.O.



CM1/CM2 “ CM2 “ CM1/CM2 CM2 CM1 CM1/CM2 “ “ CM1 CM2 CM1/CM2 “ “



ON A or B Auto or Man Auto or Man No Alerts As Required



CM2 “ “ “ CM1/CM2 CM1



Auto or Man Auto or Man OFF As required Set/_____up Closed Cabin ready Obtained



CM2 “ “ CM1/CM2 CM1 “ CM1 CM1



Before Start Beacon Eng Ignition Fuel Panel Air Panel Cabin/Cargo Doors Park Brake



After Start Hyd panel Air panel APU Eng Anti ice Pitch Trim Cockpit windows Purser report Ground staff signal
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Taxi Flaps Flight Controls Test Flex TO Temperature T.O. Speeds FMS Altimeter Setting Departure Briefing Purser report



Set______° Performed Set __/__/__/__ Ckd ____X-Ckd Performed Cabin ready for T.O



CM1/CM2 “ “ “ “ “ CM1 “



Armed ON Green Auto or Man Auto or Man



CM1 CM2 CM1/CM2 CM2 “



Before Take Off Spoilers Hi intensity lights Essential Items Ck List Hyd Panel Air Panel



After Take Off (*this checklist is read silently by PNF in order not to distract PF. The only item to be called and responded loudly is the last one – altimeter setting- upon passing transition altitude.) Hyd Panel Air Panel Fuel Panel Ldg gear Spoilers Autobrake Flaps/Slats Dial a Flap Selector Altimeters



Auto or Man Auto or Man Auto or Man Up – No lights Disarmed OFF Retracted Set 15° 1013/1013 X-ckd



PNF “ “ “ “ “ “ “ PF/PNF



Ckd Performed Auto or Man ON



PF/PNF PF PNF “



Descent Ck List Minimum Altitude App and Ldg briefing Hyd panel Windshield Anti ice
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Approach Procedure Minimums Altimeters Passenger signs Purser report



Set RA/Baro QNH___X-ckd ON/ON Cabin ready for ldg



PF/PNF “ PNF PNF



Final Ck List (PNF reads) Ldg gear Altimeters Procedure minimums Flaps Spoilers Auto brake Essential items ck list



Down 4 green X-ckd Confirmed Set____° Armed Set____ Green



PF/PNF “ “ “ CM1 PNF PF/PNF



OFF Disarmed OFF Retraced 3° UP Auto or Man As required



CM2 CM1 CM2 “ “ “ “



OFF OFF SET OFF CKD



CM2 “ CM1 CM2 CM1/CM2



OFF As Required OFF



CM2 “ “



After Landing (Read silently by the FO/CM2) Wx Radar Spoilers Auto Brake Flaps/Slats Pitch Trim Hyd Panel APU



Parking All Anti ice Emergency Pwr Park brake / chocks Inertial Ref. Sel. Sys. Display Status



Leaving the aircraft Emergency lights APU Battery (If APU is Off)
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IC Main Canopy Manual 

By using this parachute assembly, or allowing it to be used by others, the user waives any ... may enable the user of this parachute to reach speeds beyond those for which the ..... clean non contaminated water will remove most contaminants.
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main operations manual 

INTRODUCTION. IMPORTANT ... Please read this manual carefully to get the most enjoyment out of this advanced simulation! Keep the .... Load the iFLY 737NG and select your desired airport and gate/ramp location. 4. ...... Cargo fire test*. 27.
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MAIN CANOPY PACKING MANUAL 

Not recommended. Not recommended. Not recommended. Not recommended. Not recommended. 418|190. 440|200. 470|214. 500|227. Wing Loading lbs/ft2â†’.
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MAIN CANOPY OWNER'S MANUAL 

This owner's manual and/or the packing instructions may be revised from time to time by Flight Concepts, Inc. without notice. Product owners should contact ...
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main canopy packing manual 

Better customer service, provided by people who really know the equipment is also part of Aerodyne's commitment to better value. The final part is about Better ...
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main canopy packing manual 

3. 2.2 INSTALLATION OF THE SOFT LINKS. 4. 2.3 PACKING THE MAIN ... created the Pilot, arguably the best-opening performance canopy on the market. .... BINDING ON THE MANUFACTURER, UNLESS IN WRITING AND SIGNED BY A ...
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Black Ops III 

Activision Blizzard France SAS â€“ 102/116 rue Victor Hugo â€“ 92300 Levallois-Perret et immatriculÃ©e au Registre du Commerce et des SociÃ©tÃ©s sous le numÃ©ro 400 299 566, organise du 6 novembre 2015 14:00 au 9 novembre 2015 19:00 un jeu promotionn
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APK/16 Installation APK OPS 
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Main Owners Manual - Performance Designs 

Page 1. RO. Ram-Air Parachute. Owner's Manual. DOC # MAN-011/REV.B. Page 2. Page 3. Page 4. Page 5. Page 6. Page 7. Page 8. Page 9. Page 10. Page 11 ...
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NHQ-OPS-Stats - residence questionnaire 

citizenship and. Â£mmigra'tÃ©nn Canada. GitoyennetÃ© at immigration Canada d by CPC-S and File Referred by CPC-S. 37. 19 1. 1. 2 4 5 2 4 32. 7 1 10 4 2 3.
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G2500 G2500 OPS 

Apr 1, 2007 - CHAIN SAWS. OWNER'S MANUAL. G ... 4.3 m/s2. 7.0 m/s2. G2500 OPS. 25.4 cm3. 96.5 dB(A). 112 dB(A). 6.2 m/s2. 5.1 m/s2 ... Maintenance of Saw Chain and Guide Bar . ..... c) ensure the saw is securely attached when it is being sent up to .
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Screens/SPEECHI TOUCH/OPS/QSG/old version/Lancement rapide OPS 2017 09 06 
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Ice Machines Installation and Main tenance Manual 

Foodservice (“Manitowoc”) warrants to the original consumer that any new ice machine manufactured by. Manitowoc (the “Product”) shall be free of defects in.
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main canopy packing manual - Aerodyne Research 

2. LOWER THE RISK OF DEATH, SERIOUS INJURY, CANOPY DAMAGE AND HARD OPENINGS ... EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ARISING BY LAW OR OTHERWISE, EXCEPT A WARRANTY THAT A ..... http://www.flyaerodyne.com/download/ALinkManual.pdf .... While keeping the nose pointing t
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Portable Charging Dock Manual MAIN COPY.cdr 

working performance during usage, switch off the speaker immediately and use some ..... endommagé par accident, abus, mauvaise utilisation ou mauvaise ...
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Main 

TamoSoft: Network Tools & Security Software // Download // Main Downloads. Your Cart ... Operating Systems. Download ... Manuals in PDF format and help.
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Lancement de votre OPS HD/UHD Pro Pro OPS HD/UHD Quick Start ... 

Setup the start channel. FR. EN. Windows. AccÃ©dez aux 4 logiciels pour prÃ©senter, brainstormer, collaborer et animer. The software suite allows you to present, ...
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SF Carrier 2 - Multiplayer Carrier Ops Nimitz 

Microsoft Flight Simulator X: Acceleration. â€¢ .NET Framework 2.0 (installer). To install the mission, run the installer located within the root directory of the package ...
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Untitled - Main 

via the Ethernet and control the .... Minimum System Requirements for eserver / eRemote .... 7) The content of this catalogue may be revised without prior notice.
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Main Features 

q Features an LCD screen for graphic display of the equalization setups stored in â€œMEMORY.â€� The screen has a handy backlit for use on stage and in dark ...
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1 - Main 

Increment, decrement, command, individual, and quadrature inputs accepted. ...... Invalid. Valid. Valid. KP-7. Invalid. Invalid. Invalid. Valid. *Factory-set to OFF.
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1 - Main 

open enough to allow access by hands, the hazard motor must stop and remain stopped until ... If the safety-related control system loses its ability to provide its ... elements (e.g. redundancy and monitoring) to be integrated into the system. STEP 6
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